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The California Chamber of Commerce and the organizations listed remain
OPPOSED to Senate Bill 1, which the Chamber continues to label as a JOB
KILLER after the September 10th amendments.
Since the bill’s introduction, more than 180 organizations across a broad
swath of California’s economy have committed to removing all opposition so
long as SB 1 remains consistent with its intent to preserve California’s existing
environmental and labor standards from rollbacks.
We appreciate the September 10 amendments striking two late additions to
the water code and the change to Section 3 to permit application of best
available science. However, a related mandate in Section 2 of the bill,
applying the California Endangered Species Act (CESA) to the United States
Bureau of Reclamation remains in the bill, threatening to dismantle years of
progress by many stakeholders to improve the way we manage the state’s
water system and will mean hundreds of millions of dollars of state and
stakeholder investment in these improvements were wasted.
United States Senator Dianne Feinstein and four Democratic Members of
Congress agreed in their September 6, 2019 letter, urging Senator Atkins to
remove that remaining section of the bill:
“this provision would generate years of litigation and uncertainty over
which environmental standards apply to the federal Central Valley
Project. In the midst of such fundamental uncertainly, it will be
impossible to develop any voluntary settlements of Sacramento and San
Joaquin River outflow standards.”
The Voluntary Agreements are essential to achieving a comprehensive
approach of flow and non-flow measures to provide reliable water supplies for
tens of millions of California residents, farmers, and wildlife, as well as
enhance ecosystems across all of California.
SB 1 will ensure that water wars in California will continue for many more
years, undoing the actions under the voluntary plan endorsed by both the
Brown and Newsom administrations. Section 2 of the bill is counterproductive
to those efforts and has nothing to do with Trump rollbacks to California
environmental standards.
To continue progress on fairly managing water in California, we urge you to
OPPOSE SB 1.

